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U. Pinkall and U: Simon (TU Berlin)

Affine differential geometry is once again a field of active interest.
The first Oberwolfach conference on this subject in November 1986 had
great influence on the direction of research, as reflected by the
.Iectures at this conference and by' the fact that new research groups in
affine differential geometry have emerged at several different places.

Summarizing the lectures of Dillen, Kozlowski, Li, Wang, Vrancken
and Magid we can state our first observation that the class of affine
spheres is larger than expected. This is demonstrated by various new
methods of construction (use of homogeneaus polynomials by Dillen, use
of complex function theory by Kozlowski, use of PDE's by Wang-Simon).

The subclass of locally strongly convex affine spheres of constant
sectional curvature metric is now classified (Vrancken-Li-Simon);
these investigations were started by a lecture of Li at the 1986-confe
rence. The corresponding problem for indefinite metries is still open
for higher dimensions. (except the results by Magid-Ryan for affine 3
spheres with nonzero Pick invariant).

A surprising progress has also been made in the classification of
affine surfaces with constant curvature metric and constant affine
mean curvature (independently by Dillen-Vrancken and Martinez-Milan).
Li has finally given a complete solution of the Calabi conjecture about
complete hyperbolic affine spheres so that the locally strongly convex
affine complete affine spheres are now finally classified.

Other complete or partial classifications of surfaces/hypersurfaces
cancern:

a) the homogeneous affine surfaces (Nomizu-Sasaki),
b) the locally symmetrie affine surfaces (Opozda),
c) pseudo-symmetry conditions (Deszcz),
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d) quasi-umbilical affine hypersurfaces (Vrancken, Deszcz),
e) curves and hypersurfaces of finite type (Verstraelen).
Some of these lectures also demonstrate the strang progress made

since 1986 in the application of recent methods... from Riemannian geo
metry to affine geometry, ineluding investigations in speetral theory.
and their application to relative geometry (Bokan-Gilkey).

Pinkall's lecture presented a natural symplectic strueture eoming
from centroaffine curve theory which motivates KdV equation in soliton
theory. Kurose's contribution emphasized relations of affine geometry
to statistics.

There has been more systematic progress' in local affine theory (see
above) than in global theory (Bokan, Pinkall, Verstraelen, Voss, Simon,
Li, Heil, Teufel, Walter), and progress in higher codimension is still
singular (Walter). The lecture by Leiehtwei ß showed that different
approaches to the theory of affine area (without differentiability) of
eonvex bodies· are in fact equivalent (including recent results of Leicht
wei B, Lutwak, Schütt-Werner): this question was open in 1986.

The progress in affine differential geometry influenees also projee
tive geometry; besides other recent publieations this was shown ,in the
lectures of Nomizu-Sasaki and Podesta. Also problems in Euclidean
hypersurface theory ean be solved by affine methods (Heil).

At the end, of this report we shall indieate the eur.rent st~tus of the
conjectures and open problems that appeared in the Proceedings of the
conference in 1986. We are planning to publish the new Proceedings in
wh ich most of the contributions are expected to be published together
with a list of recent papers that have appeared or will appear. Some of
these have been presented at the conference.

Abstracts

N. Bokon: .

Asymptotics of Laplacians defined by Symmetrie Connections

This is a lecture about the joint paper of the lecturer "and P. B. Gilkey.
We study the heat equation asymptotics of the generalized Laplaeian P
defined on the tangent bundle by asymmetrie eonnection.
In the first section, we calculate the first three terms in the asympto
tic expansion of the heat equation for P, using results from the paper of
P. Gilkey: "The spectral geometry of a Riemannian manifoldu

, J. Ditt. Geo.
10 (1975), 601 - 608.
In the second section, we study the symmetrie connections arising in
affi ne differential geometry.
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~··~'-·R. Deszcs:

Pseudosymmetry curvature conditions on hypersurfaces in affine spaces

Let (V, h, co, S) be the Blaschke structure of a non-degenerate hypersur
face M in the real affine ·space A n+1, n~3, with the affine normal ~. We
define on M a generalized curvature tensor R* by

R*(X,Y)Z = R(X,Y)SZ, X,Y,Ze X(M),

where R is the curvature tensor of V. From the Gauss equation of M in
A n+1 it follows that

R*(X,Y)Z = S(Y,Z)SX - S(X,Z)SY.
In this talk we present same results on hypersurfaces of A n+ 1 satis
fying certain curvature conditions of pseudosymmetric type imposed on
the tensors R, R* and Ricc(R *). Moreover, we give a curvature characte
rization of affine. quasi-umbilical hypersurfaces of dimensions ~4. The
hypersurface M is said to be affine quasi-umbilical if at every point x

of M the tensor S is of the form: S=ah + ßa@a, Cl, ße IR t ae T x*(M). Namely,
we state that M, dimM ~4, is affine quasi-umbilical if and" only if the
Weyl curvature tensor W(R*) of the tensor R* vanishes on M. .

F. Dillen:

Calabi-type composition of affine spheres and homogeneneous
hypersurfaces

In 1969 Calabi introduced his formula for composing hyperbolic affine
spheres. We introduce here three other types of formulas to compose
affine spheres.
Whereas Carabi's method creates again an affine sphere, our method
gives hypersurfaces whose shape operators are simple (they have at
most two eigenvalues, 0 and a nonzero constant).
As an application we find a procedure to obtain proper affine spheres
out of arbritrary improper affine spheres. These formulas also create a
lot of examples of homogeneous hypersurfaces (this means that the
hypersurface is the orbit of a point under a subgroup of the equiaffine'
transformatio ns).
In particular, we can show that this procedures produces all locally
strongly convex 3-dimensional homogeneous hypersurfaces and all
localJy strongly convex homogeneous hypersurfaces whose shape
operators have rank ons.
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E. Heil:

A problem of euclidean surface theory solved by means of affine
geometry

A point of a surface in euclidean 3-space is called a vertex if there are
no cubic terms in the Euler representation. Marcanti claimed that an
ovaloid has at least 6 vertices (counting multiplicities). Sut the
following argument will show that there are ovalaids without vertices.
At a vertex the affine normal coincides witt'l 'the euclidean normal and
Pick's invariant vanishes. Given an ovaloid there always is an affine
mapping which destroys the coincidence of the two normals at all zeros e
of Pick's invariant. Therefore this affine image has no vertices.

M. Kozlowski:

Coostructjoos of an Improper Affine Sphere

By the Weiersfrass method one can constrüct a Euclidean minimal sur
face using meromorphic functions. Using ideas of Heinz and Jörgens I
describe a way how to construet an improper affine sphere from a given
holomorphie function. In this way one also gets one-parameter families
of improper affine spheres.
Henee the class of improper affine spheres is almost "as large as" the
class of holomorphic functions.

T. Kurose:

Dual Connections in Affine Geometry

Let V be a torsion-free affine connection on a pseudo-Riemannian mani- _
fold (M, g) of dimension n~3. A tripie (M, g, V) is called a statistical •
manifold if V g is symmetrie. We say a statistical manifold (M, g, V) is
1-conformally flat if there exist a flat affine eonneetion V * of M and a
function <p "'00 M satisfying g(V *xY,Z) = g(V xY,Z) - dcp(Z) g(X,Y) for arbri
trary vector fields X, Y and Z.
Statistical manifolds play an important role in the geometrie research
of mathematieal statistics , and the nation of 1-conformally flat arose
fram the study of asymptotic inference.
Dur main results are as foliows:
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THEOREM 1: There exists a (1,3)-tensor field W 1 and a (0,2)-tensor field
w 2, which are canonically determined for each statistical manifold,
such that a statistical manifold is locally 1-conformally flat if and
only if both W 1 and w2 vanish identically.

THEOREM 2: Let (M, g, V) be a simply connected and connected statistical
manifold. Then there exists an equi-affine immersion of M into (n+1)
dimensional affine space with the second fundamental form g and the
induced connection V, if and only if (M, g, V) is 1-conformally flat.

K. Leichtweiß

On the historv of the affine surface area for convex bodies

There have been made many attempts to de1ine a good nation 10r the
affine surface area of a compact convex body in the n-dimensional
affine space by Blaschke, Busemann, Petty', Firey, Lutwak, Schütt
Werner and myself. It is the aim of the lecture to give a survey about
these efforts which turn out to be converging to some point of interest
in affine differential geometry.

R.-M. Li:

Complete Affine Hyoerspheres

Calabi made the following conjecture about complete affine hyper- ...
spheres: Every locally strongly convex affine complete hyperbolic affine
hypersphere is asymptotic to the boundary of a convex cone with vertex
at the center.
S. Y. Cheng and S. T. Yau answered this conjecture for locally strongly
convex Euclidean complete affine hyperbolic hyperspheres. We prove the
following theorem:

THEOREM: Every locally strongly convex affine complete hyperbolic
affine hype.rsphere is Euclidean complete.

Combining this theorem with the result of S. Y. Cheng and S. T. Yau. we
answer the Calabi conjecture.
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M. Mogid:

----~--------_. ~ ----=-~-----~ ~-- ------=-~~.!--_._----~-- .. ~\

~ ),:1

\
1. Surfaces which are timelike and affine minimal

2 Affine hyperspheres with constant affine sectional curvature

1. I found the equations of surfaces which are locally timelike and
affine minimal. They are translation surfaces f(u,v) = neu) + ß(v) with

af(u). = (1, cos (j(u), sin (J(u» and ß(v) = (1, cos 'V(v), sin 'V(v», where (jl 'and 'iJ
satisfy the o. d. e.

2y4 + 2yy" - 2y,2 - ky3 = Q .
2

Explicit solutions to this o. d. e. were given. •
2. I also sketched a proof of my theorem with P. Ryan stating that a 3

dimensionaL affine sphere with Piek invariant J:;eQ and eonstant
affine sectional curvature is flat and is affinely equivalent to an
open subset of

(XI 2 - YI 2)(X22 - Y22) = 1

or (X1 2 - YI 2)(X22 + Y22) = 1

or (X1 2 + YI 2)(X22 + Y22) = 1 .

1 also conjectured that with the same hypotheses in the n-dimen
sional case the possiblities are

(X1 2 ± YI 2) ...(xm2 ± Ym2) z = 1

or (XI 2 ± Y1 2) ... (xm2 ± Ym2) = 1 .

F. Martinez:
I

Surfaces with constant affine maan curvature and surfaces with flat
affine metrie

First I look at connected non-degenerate surfaces M in A 3 with constant
affine maan curvature Hand constant Piek invariant J, and prove:
THEOREM 1: If J:;eO then either 3 J + 2 H = 0 or M is in an affine 2-sphere
with flat affine metrie.
THEOREM 2: If J=O then either M is in a quadric or M is a ruled surface.
Second we study the seeond variation of the affine area of an affine
maximal surface with flat indefin ite affine metrie.
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.-... K. Nomizu ond T. Sosoki:

A new modelaf unimodular-aftinely homogeneous surface

Our main result is the discovery of the last model in the following
THEOREM: Any non-degenerate surface in IR 3 which is homogeneous
under unimodular affine transformations is a quadric or is affinely
congruent to one of the following surfaces:

(i) xyz=l,

(i i) (x2 + y2) Z = 1,

( i i i ) x2 (z - y2)3 = 1,

( i v) X2 (z - y2)3 = -I,

(v) z = x y - 1/3 x3 ,

(v i) z = x y + log x .

K. Nomizu ond T. Sasaki:

Classification of projectively homogeneous surtaces

We classify locally projectively homogeneous surfaces, other than ruled
surfaces. in the 3-dimensional real projective space IR p3. DLir approach
to projective differential geometry makes usa of the formalism of pro
jectively flat equiaffine connections and affine immersions. For a non
degenerate surface M 2 in IR p3 we first discuss the choice of (D, co, ~)

satisfying a number of conditions. where D is an affine connection
belonging to the projective structure of IR p3, ro a D-parallel volume
element and ~ a transversal vector field to M 2. .

If the Fubini-Pick invariant is non-vanishing, we have a unique choice
of such (D, oo,~) for which the Fubini-Pick invariant is equal ta a given
nonzero constant, say, 2. We then find an orthonormal frame field
{X l' X2 } relative to which the cubic form is simplified. If M 2 is locally
projectively homogeneous, the Christoffel symbols for V and the com
ponents of S relative to {X l' Xi} are all constants. Sy the equations of
Gauß and Codazzi we determine all possible values of these constants.
Integrating the resulting systems we obtain all the surfaces in
question.
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B.Opozde:

Affine locallv symmetrie surfaces in IR J.

Let f:M --+ lR 3 be a conneeted oriented non-degenerate surface and let V
be the induced Blaschke eonnection. The surface is called locally
symmetrie it V R =0. Affine loeally symmetrie surfaces with affine
shape operator S of rank 1 are classified as folIows.

1) If S2=0, then every point has local coordinates (u, v) such that for

u=~,v=~: Vuu=VuV=O, VvV=uU; -
OU dv •

h(U,U) = 0, h(V,V) = k(v), h(U,V) = E (nonzero constant);

S(U) = 0, S(V) =1- u .
E

2} If S is diagonalizable, then every point has locol coordinates (u,v)

such that: VuU = ( log 'If~ U, VuV =( log V~ V, VvV =- E}E2 ( log v)u U ;

h(U,U) =E} 'If, h(V,V) = E2 'Jf, h(U,V) =0 ;

S(U) = 'Jr 1 U, S(V) =0 ,

where 'I'='Jf(u,v) is a positive solution of:

EI 'Jfu u + E2 'Jfv v =- 'If, where EI, E2 = ±1.

u. PinkelI:

Affine plane curves and the KdV-eguation

It is shown that the KdV-equation
p"t

p=-2- 3ppt

arises naturally trom a certain tlow on the space M of elosed star
shaped curves in IR 2 with volume 1t. This tlaw, given by

. pt I

Y=-2: Y- PY ,

where p is the central affine curvature, can be mativated as fellows:
M carries a canonieal symprectic ferm (J) and the above flow comes trom
the Hamiltonian

•

----~--- -- - --
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J - F. Podesta:

Projective automorphisms of bounded stronglv convex domains

We have studied the group of all projective transformations of a
bounded strongly convex domain Oe lR n, proving a fixed-point theorem:
If r is any subgroup of projective automorphisms such that one orbit of
r through same point XoEn is relatively compact in n, then r has a fixed
point in Q.

When the boundary of n is smooth we could give same upper bounds for
the dimension of the automorphisms group, using same results in the
theory of projective hypersurfaces.

u. Simon:

Connections and global uniaueness

In part I of the lecture we give a structural set-up to the relative dif
ferential geometry of hypersurfaces, discussing equivalent approaches

.to the theory. In part 11 we give characterizations of special relative
normalization corresponding to special transformation groups (Eucli
dean, equiaffine, centroaffine).
In part 111 we prove global rasutts of the following type:

THEOREM .1: Let x,x#:M--+A3 be ovaloids with relative normalizations {Y,y}
.and {Y# ,y#} (Y cono'rmal. y relative normal). Assume that the
connections induced from y, Y#f resp., coincide: V(y)=V(y#), and that
the volumes of the relative metries coincide: (0=(0#. Then {x,Y,y} and
{x#,y#,y#} are affinely equivalent.

THEOREM 2: Let x,x# be as above and assume that the dual connections
coincide: V*(Y)=v*(y#). If 0)=(0# (as above), then the tripels {x,Y,y}
and {x#,y#,y#} are affinely equivalent.

EQUIAFFINE COROLLARIES: One can drop the assumptions about (0=00#.

EUCLIDEAN COROLLARIES: Results of Liebmann - Cohn-Vossen and
Minkowski.

A relative version of Grove's theorem is given. The results are dis
cussed in terms of statistical manifolds (see Kurose).
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E. Teufel:

Kinematic contact formulas in the equiaffine geometry

In the seventies P. McMullen, W. J. Firey, R. Schneider, W. Weil studied.
kinematic contact measures and kinematic contact formulas for convex
bodies in euclidean spaces. Two years ago we investigated kinematic
contact situations for smooth submanifolds in Riemannian spaces of
constant curvature. Today we prove analogous results for same kine
matic contact situations in the equiaffine geometry:
Given two curves in the real equiaffine plane, we define a contact
measure on the subset consisting of those affinities, which cause e
third-order contact between the fixed and the transformed curve. A
kinematic formula expresses this contact measure in terms of affine
length and affine curvatures of the given curves.
Parallel supporting planes of closed convex surfaces in affine spaees
are treated in a similar way.

L. Uerstraelen:

Closed affine curves of finite type

Let x:Mn~lEm be an isometrie immersion of a Riemannian manifold Mn in
a Euclidean space lE m. Let

(*) x =: Xo + L Xt , .1Xt = AtXt ,

l

be the spectral decomposition of the position vector field x with re-
spect to the Laplaee operator 6 of Mn. Then Mn is said to be a submani
fold of finite type (FT) if L in (*) is finite. Otherwise Mn is said to be a
submanifold of infinite type (00 T). A FT submanifold is said to be of k
type (ke N) when 1: in (*) contains exactly k nonzero terms X t which be-
lang to distinct eigenvalues At" For closed curves of FT in JE m this spec- e
tral decomposition is nothing but its Fourier series expansion with
respect to the arclength. A survey was given of examples of FT curves
in JE m and of their properties. Similarly, a closed curve in affine space
Amis said to be of FT, in particular of kT, when its Fourier series with
respect to the affine arelength is finite, in partieular when it contains
exactly k different arguments in its sinus- and eosinus-terms appea-
ring in it.
Partly in analogy with the situation in Euclidean spaces, but also
significantly different with it, is the following classification result of
the closed affine curves of FT in affine spaces.
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THEOREM: For every ke N there exist kT closed curves Iying fully in 1\\ 2k

and which are affinely equivalent to a closed W-curve of rank 2k in lE 2k .

Moreover, these are the only closed affine curves of finite type.
A submanifold x:Mn--+ JE m is said to be of restricted type (RT) if and only
it tor ~very tangent X at any point of Mn: A HX = (AX)~ for a fixed endo
morphism Ae 1R mxm, where AH is the Weingarten map of Mn with respect
to the mean curvature vector field Hand ( )T denotes the tangential
component of (). The full classification of hypersurfaces of RT in
Euclidean space was discussed, including in particular the Euclidean
planar curve of RT.
It is hoped that this talk might lead to a systematic study of FT and of
RT submanifolds in affine .spaces.

K. Uoss:

Variation of Curvature Integrals

Far a hypersurface X:Mm~ lR m+1 in equiaffine space the curvature inte
grals C v = I Hv dA (0 S v sm) are considered, Sv being the elementary
symmetrie functions of the affine principle curvatures. Formulas for
the first variations of the Sv are derived in a simple manner. The ease
v =0 (So=l) has been known tor a long time; the formulas for v ~ 1 have
first been found by Li, An-Min in 1988. .
It is shown, why there appear rather eomplicated additional terms
(eoming from the variation of the affine normal), whieh are zero in
Euclidean case.

l. Uroncken:

Affine spheres with constant seetional curvature and related results

The study of affine spheres with eonstant sectional eurvature metric
started several years ago by, amongst others, A.-M. Li, G. Penn, M. Magid,
P. Ryan and U. Simon. They obtain a complete classification af surfaees
in IR 3 which satisfy the above eonditions.
In the roeally strongly convex ease, i. e. in the ease that the affine ma
trie is positive definite, hypersurfaces satisfying the above conditions
were determined by A.-M. Li, U. Simon and the authar as folIows:
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THEOREM: Let Mn be a locally strongly convex affine hypersphere in IR 0+1

with constant sectional curvature. Then M is an open part of a quadric
or M is affine equivalent with Xl X2 ... Xn+l = 1 .

However, so far, little is known about affine hypersurfaces with con
stant sectional curvature which are not affine hyperspheres. In the
special case that the hypersurface is flat and quasi-umbilical (i. e. the
affine shape operator S has an eigenvalue' of dimension (n-l)), we
obtain:

THEOREM: Let Mn, n~3, be a locally strongly convex, quasi-umbilical
hypersurface in lR n+1 which is 11at with respect to the affine metric.
Then M is affine equivalent with one of the folfowing hypersurfaces:

•
(i)

( i i)

( i i i )

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

R. Walter:

the elliptic paraboloid,

XI X2 ••. Xn+I = 1 ,

Xl =rcosh-~ (n+l)v dv, X2 ••• Xn+l =cosh~ (n+l)u ,

Xl =rsinh-~ (n+l)v dv, X2 •.• Xn+l =sinhn:, (n+l)u ,

x(u}t .~. , u n) =(uJ, U2UJ, ••• , UnU}, l.(t Ui2 ) UI + ---D±.L- UI 2n+3) ,
2 i=2 2(2n+3)

I
r - n L

XI = s(ks-n+c);;:t ds, X22+ ... +Xn+12=r2(krn+c)n+l.

Compact centroaffjne spheres of codimension 2

First, there is given another characterization of the Lopsic normal in
central affine differential geometry of codimension 2 which reveals its
invariance under the full linear group. Then,. as the main result, the
following global theorem is proven: Any centroaffine sphere x:Mm~ym+2

with compact parameter manifold M m embeds M m as an rn-dimensional
ellipsoid in an affine hyperplane of the vector space ym+2.
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c. P. Wong:

Loeal theory of affine 2-spheres in IR a

This is a joint work with U. Simon. We study the local theory of non
degenerate affine 2-spheres using complex representations. In parti-
eular. we prove the following results: .
Far any affine 2-sphere there exists an assoeiate 1-parameter family
with the property that all affine spheres of this. family have the same
Blaschke metric and eo·nstant equiaffine mean curvature. The metric of
an affine sphere admits at most two different constant values for the
mean curvature.
We also study the ease where the Riemannian metric on a simply
eonnec-ted surface can be realized as the Blaschke metric of an affine
sphere. We prove that an affine 2-sphere is uniquely determined by the
diffe-rence of the two induced connections.
Finalily we give a PDE whose solutions give all affine 2-spheres in IR 3.

Berichter: Christine Scharlach
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[on jectures find open problems

The Conference Proceedings [Ed: U. Simon, Affine Differentialgeometrie,
Proc. Conf. Math. Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach, 1986, Druck Birkhäu
ser Basel, Vertrieb TU Berlin, ISBN 3 7983 1192 7, 1988] from 1986
contain on pp. 192 - 198 a list of "Conjectures and Open Problems". In
Part I we give a short survey about the solutions with respect to this,
and add in Part 11 new conjectures and problems.

Problem 1 (Leichtweiß): See Leichtweiß' lecture at this conference.· •

Problem 2 (Svec): An ovaloid contains at least 6 points (counting multi
plicities) with vanishing Pick invariant. (See Wang, Some Examples
of Comple~e Hyperbolie Affin 2-Spheres in IR 3, Proc. Conference
Diff. Geom. Global Analysis, TU Berlin 1989.)

Problem 7 (Voss): See the lecture of K. Voss at this eonference.

Problem 9 (The affine Bernstein problem): Progress is made, but here is
no final solution of the problem. See the following papers:

(a) E. Calabi: Convex affine maximal surfaces, Conference Procee
dings 1986, 199 - 223.

(b) E. Calabi: Affine differential geometry and holomorphic curves,
Preprint Univ. Pennsylvania 1988.

(c) E. Calabi: On affine maximal surfaces, to appear.

(d) A.-M. Li: Some Theorems in Affine Differential Geometry, Acta
Math. Sinica. N. S. 5 (1989), 345 - 354.

(e) A.-M. Li: Affine Maximal Surface and Harmonie Functions, Lec. •
Notes in Math. 1369 (1988), 142 - 151.

(f) A. Martinez, F. Milan: On the Affine Bernstein ·Problem, Geom.
Dedicata, to appear.

(9) A. V. Pogorelov: Complete affine-minimal hypersurfaces, Soviet
Math. Dokl. 38 (1989), 217 - 219.

(h) C. M. Yau: Affine conormal of convex hypersurfaces, Proc. AMS
106 (1989), 465 - 470.
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Part 11:

Problem 1 (F. Dillen): Classify equiaffine homogeneous hypersurfaces.

Problem 2 (F. Dillen): Find examples of (non convex) affine spheres with
constant sectional ~urvature different fram the ones given by
Magid (see his lecture).

Problem 3 (A.-M. Li): Conjecture: Let M be an Euclidean complete, local
Iy strang convex, affine maximal hypersurtace in A "+1 with

A.t 2 + A.22 + Än2 < N,
where At, ... , A.n are principal affine curvatures and N is a constant,
then M is a paraboloid. (This is true' for n=2. A similar result tor
n=2 and affine complete case was obtained by A. Martinez - F.
Milan)

Problem 4 (A.-M. Li): Conjecture: Let M be an ovaloid in A"+l. It the Pick
invariant J=constant everywhere, then M is an ellipsoid. (This is
true tor n=2.)

Problem 5 (A.-M. Li): For an ovaloid M in A"+l: Give a lower bound tor the
number of points where J=O? The solution is known for n=2. (See
Svec's problem No. 2 in 1986.)

,Problem 6 (M. Magid): Are affine hyperspheres with J*O and constant
affine sectional curvature always members of the following

farn i lies: (Xt2 ± Yt 2) ... (xm2 ± Ym2) z = 1

or (Xt2 ± Y12) ...(xm2 ± Ym2) = 1 .

Problem 7 (A. Martinez): Classify affine complete surfaces in A 3 with
flat affine metric.

Problem 8 (A. Martinez): Classify surfaces in A 3 with constant affine
mean curvature Hand constant affine curvature 1<:, 1C = H/3 * O.

Problem 9 (L. Vrancken): 00 there exist locally strong-Iy convex, Ilat
(with respect to the equiaffine metric) affine hypersurfaces in
~ "+1 which have constant affine mean curvature but which are not
affine spheres? (dirn M > 2; for n=2 see Martinez' lecture and
Vrancken: Affine surfaces with constant affine curvature metric.
Part I. The positive curvature case. Math. Nachrichten, to appear)
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I "formation about recent Dublicetions ot oorticioonts. in Dorticular
contrjbutjons to tbe conference whicb alreody opoeared (are jn
orint/submittedl in other journals

Bokan. N., Nomizu. K. and U. Siman: Affine hypersurfaces with parallel
cubic form. Tohoku Math. J. 42 (1990), 101 - 108.

Deszcz, R.: Certain curvature characterizations of affine hypersurfaces,
Colloquium Math., in print.

Dillen, F. and L. Vrancken: 3-dimensional hypersurfaces of IR 3 with ~

parallel cubic form, submitted. _

Heil. E.: There are ovaloids without vertices, to appear.

Kozlowski, M.: Some improper affine spheres in A3 , Proceedings
Conference TU Berlin, June 1990, to appear.

Lutwak, E.: Selected affine isoperimetrie inequalities. A survey article,
to appear.

Martinez l A. and F. Milan: On affine-maximal rured surfaces, to appear.
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